QATC ANNUAL CONFERENCE
September 17-19, 2018
Gaylord Opryland Hotel • Nashville, Tennessee

The only conference designed specifically for call center
Quality Assurance and Learning Development Professionals
Are you looking for one place to find the latest
information on quality assurance and training trends
and technologies in the call center?
Do you attend other call center industry conferences
and find only a handful of sessions that are applicable
to your job?
Would you like to have the opportunity to network with
your QA and training peers and discuss your toughest
problems?
“This conference was a fantastic opportunity to
really focus on QA & Coaching. I have been to
bigger call center conferences before, but they have
not had enough focus on QA or Coaching, or they’ve
been too focused on technology solutions. The
QATC Annual Conference was great for sharing real
world business challenges in my areas of interest.”

If you answered YES to any of these questions, then
you’ll want to attend the Quality Assurance & Training
Connection (QATC) Annual Conference this fall in
Nashville, Tennessee.
In addition, you will:
• Hear exciting keynote speakers and industry experts
• Explore the latest in quality and training
technologies in the Sponsor Showcase
• Network with your peers
“I sincerely enjoyed this conference. Every goal I had
prior to attending was met and I learned so much
about this industry. Before this conference, I was
self-taught. This conference made me realize that I am
not unique in my pain points and someone at the
conference has had and overcome every single pain
point my QM program has.”

You don’t want to miss this exciting event, so make your plans to attend now.
Early Bird pricing is available until August 1, so sign up early!

AGENDA
Monday, September 17
8:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. – Registration
8:30-11:30 a.m. – Pre-conference Workshops
(Separate registration and fee required)
1) Quality Form and Program Design.
This pre-conference session is a deep dive into quality program design, which
is sure to enhance your overall conference experience. Pre-conference
attendees will have an opportunity to have their quality form and program
reviewed by an expert and come away with actionable takeaways that can be
put to immediate use.
We begin with a process blueprint to either analyze the effectiveness of your
existing call standards or use to develop your center’s QM evaluation form from
scratch. You’ll learn the essentials in every step of the process of quality form
design and program implementation: call flow mapping, skill grouping,
behavior-based standards, section weighting, scoring, definitions document,
form validation, roll-out, and more!
Pre-conference participants receive a Quality Form and Program Design
Workbook that includes a step-by-step quality process and implementation
guide, best practices, and activities to take back and share with their center’s
quality team.
OR
2) Let’s Get Engaged! Developing Your New Hire Training Program to
Maximize Learning and Engagement.
So you’ve hired the newbies that are going to set the world on fire with their
skills and talents. How do we ensure that our training gives them the best
learning experience and keeps them engaged and motivated going forward
into the center? This workshop looks at the essential components of a “Best in
Class” training program that will keep our new folks energized, engaged, and
learning after the handover to Operations and their next journey. We’ll delve
into topics like: Training Competencies, Agendas, Feedback Mechanisms, The
“Power of One,” and Return on Investment. Participants will come away with an
actionable framework for building or re-tooling their training programs so they
maximize the experience and enhance the outcomes.  
This workshop is recommended for Training Supervisors, Managers, and
Directors of Contact Center Operations.  
OR
3) Presenting Your Analytical Findings for More Impact.
We all read reports where we have to work — maybe work hard — to understand
the message in the data and how it may affect some decisions. Cluttered data
tables. Unclear charts. Duplication of information. Textual descriptions not
aligned with the tables or charts. Too much detail without a clearly articulated
summary.
In this workshop, we’ll look at common mistakes that people make in generating
data tables, charts, and reports, and we’ll show simple steps to improve these
report elements to make the message more clear, concise, and forceful.
Registration includes a one-hour session with the facilitator after the conference
to review your specific analysis scenario.

9:30-10:30 a.m. – Complimentary Pre-conference Session
Roadmap to the QATC Annual Conference. New to the QATC conference?
Come to this fun and interactive session to hear how to make the most of your
time at this event. Review the agenda and learn how these key topics will give
you specific takeaways for your organization and help you with business
decisions down the road.

10:30-11:30 a.m. – Complimentary Pre-conference Session
Speed Networking. Everyone has heard of Speed Dating. Attend this session
for a variation that will help you start off the conference with a bunch of new
friends! In our Speed Networking session, you will spend just a few minutes
getting to know some of your fellow attendees, and exchange business cards
so that you can talk more over the next few days and keep in touch after the
conference is over.

Lunch On Your Own
1:00-2:15 p.m. – Welcome & Keynote Address
2:30-3:45 p.m. – Workshops
Seven Most Common Mistakes Made in Quality Monitoring. Are you
finding your current quality monitoring program is not making a significant
impact on your agents and call center? If you are like many call centers, quality
scores are high but customer satisfaction is not. Or perhaps your concern is
that frontline agents see quality as punitive so they resist feedback provided by
quality coaches and, as a result, their performance is not improving because of
your efforts in quality monitoring. In this session, we will examine the top seven
most common mistakes made in quality and help you identify what needs reworking with your own quality program.  
How Using Instructional Design Helps to Make Your Programs Successful.
In the classroom or online learning, it is important to consider the instructional
design side of the presentation. Join this session to understand the importance
behind the design and development design model and how it allows you to
develop creative eLearning presentations. This session will cover the process and
the different ways to accomplish design success.
Trust Destructors: The Top 5 Ways to Ruin Engagement with Your
Coaching Practices. One of the greatest ways we build trust with employees
is through review and discussion of their work performance. Our fairness,
honesty, courage, and advocacy during coaching contributes to our credibility,
which affects employees’ engagement, performance, and retention. It’s hard to
be direct and courageous when it comes to discussing peoples’ work behaviors
though, and there are several ways we can fail at it miserably! Come to this
session to learn what not to do to ensure employee engagement.
Agent Experience – Evolving Your Quality Program to Meet Agent and
Organizational Needs. In today’s world, the main focus of a company has
shifted to the experience offered to not only their customers but their employees
as well. In this session, we will discuss how US Bancorp, a leader in its industry,
shifted its QA program to deliver an optimal customer experience in all facets of
the interaction. Furthermore, you’ll hear how their customer experience team
moved from traditional call review to providing agents with the needed support
to succeed.

3:45-4:15 p.m. – Afternoon Break
4:15-5:30 p.m. – Workshops
What Works Best: Quality Evaluation Form Design Discussion Forum.
If you want to learn how other call centers have designed their quality forms, this
session is for you! Participants will be placed in small groups and given quality
form-related topics to discuss and share what has worked best in their centers.
Next, the group as a whole will create a master list of best practices. Some of the
topics will include: Form layout (i.e., number of attributes and categories),
scoring, use of auto-fail, bonus points, and how to make quality more objective.
Training Across Generations and Learning Styles. As the workforce
becomes more diverse in age, the need to have more individualized training is
growing. Each generation brings its own strengths and opportunities to the table,
as well as learning styles. This is even more challenging to manage when

AGENDA
instructor resources are low.   This session will teach you how to identify and
modify learning for each student to meet his or her needs without sacrificing class
time. You will also gain “ready to use” tips and tricks to take back to your team.
Huddle up! Building a Coaching Culture in Your Organization. Coaching
is a buzzword in many organizations. However it should be more than a
buzzword – it should be a way of life. For true coaching to be a central theme in
your organization it must begin at the top, and work its way down. In this
session, we will discuss how to encourage an organizational paradigm centered
on coaching. Bosses tell, Leaders go with you – learn how to go with your team,
without walking the road for them.
Completing the QA Feedback Loop – Migrating from Manual to
Automated Performance Scorecard Systems. While there is compelling,
clear-cut evidence that automated speech analytics can drive dramatic
improvements to the QA process and agent performance, how the technology
works and applies to the Quality Assurance process remains a mystery to many.
This vendor-agnostic presentation will “demystify” how the technology works
and present the case studies of two organizations who successfully converted
from manual agent scoring to analytics-powered automated scorecards and
profile the results they achieved by doing so.

5:30-7:30 p.m. – Networking Reception

Tuesday, September 18
7:45-9:15 a.m. – Breakfast & Roundtables
8:00-9:00 a.m. – Behind Closed Doors with the Sponsors.
Want some time to hear from your software vendor? Some of the QATC Sponsors
will be holding group customer sessions to provide the latest information about
upgrades, new releases, and new products. Meet other users in these group
sessions led by your vendor.
9:15-10:30 a.m. – Workshops
Building a Team of Quality Ninjas. If you think your customers’ loyalty is up
for grabs, competition for great customer service assets is just as fierce. And, as
fast as contact channels and the technologies to better monitor and collect
customer feedback evolve, our quality reviewers and analysts need to build
their technical and analytical skills to keep up with the ever-increasing demands
of the role. Designing a skill building program strategy for your associates is just
as critical as having an innovations strategy for your Quality and Performance
Management Program. This session will identify key areas of job performance
where ever increasing skills are required and lay out a process for designing an
effective program for training your staff to meet the challenges ahead while
boosting job satisfaction and staff retention.
From Blank Stares to Hands in the Air: Engaging Your Employees
Through Training. “Is this thing on?” Do you struggle to get actively engaged
employees? Let us help you with that. Join us for an informative and interactive
session where you’ll hear new ideas, and develop some of your own, on ways to
build and retain a workforce that’s excited to come to work each day. We’ll
discuss simple and deliberate steps to transform your staff from indifference to
wholehearted participation in their own careers, and hear your ideas from your
experience as well. Engaged learning…an offer they can’t refuse!
Your Coaches Need Coaching, Too! Coaches play a key role in the success
of your employees. Has your company adopted a particular coaching model and
have all your coaches been trained? What do you do beyond that training to
ensure your coaches are using the model properly and encouraging the reps for
good work while also lining up plans for opportunities to improve? The panelists
for this session will share what they’re doing and provide insight that could
work in your contact center.

Proven Strategies for Handling Difficult Callers. Dealing with an angry
caller is never an easy task. Unfortunately, our agents have to do it every day.
While the stress and anxiety of handling these situations fade as reps learn the
ropes, the importance of handling difficult customers well never fades. Attend
this session to get some great tips to help your team turn these calls around.

10:30-10:45 a.m. – Break
10:45 a.m.-12:00 p.m. – Workshops
The Evolution of Quality at Edward Jones. During this case study, learn how
Edward Jones was able to evolve their quality program processes to meet the
needs of their large contact center. Discover their program’s “Leader Coaching
Toolkit” as well as their “Suite of Services,” which discusses the variety of ways
they are making an impact with their organization’s service delivery. Come hear
about the obstacles they have faced in continuous improvement of their Quality
Enrichment program and real methods for overcoming them to help benefit
your organization.
Daring to be Different - Focusing on People in a World Full of Metrics.
Come to this session to learn how ProAssurance Companies created an
unconventional Quality program from the ground up for their small service
center. The team obtained buy-in and engagement by building the program
around the agents’ needs and used their ideas to create positive change in
processes while demonstrating how meaningful their roles are to the customer
experience. Without scoring or focusing on average handle time or scripting,
they have still been able to measure what the organization thinks is most
important to success. The result is a quality program that is embraced as a tool
for advocacy and a dedicated investment in the agents and their careers
Moving to an Enterprise Training Team Approach. Enterprise or Team? It
is an important decision when considering if you should have individual training
teams or an enterprise (centralized) training group for the needs of your
business. This session will provide you with the insight of the process used at
WPS Health Solutions to improve Operational Training across the organization,
the pros and cons of the approach, and the lessons learned in this process.
Transitioning a Transactional QA Workforce into a Strategic Workforce.
Technology is changing the Quality Assurance function, but not replacing the
job. Hear more about the pathway for reskilling employees including: taking the
existing workforce and positioning your team to support automated oversight,
sourcing the right talent to align to the most value added work, leveraging agile
methodology as a new way of working, and meeting employees “where they
are” by building an extensive home based program. As the QA work evolves to
enable the current environment, walk away with practical tips to build a team to
shift into the future and deliver modernized capabilities for your organization.

12:00-1:30 p.m. – Luncheon & Call Center Jeopardy
1:30-2:45 p.m. – Workshops
Customer Experience – The Black Hole for Training and Quality. You can’t
escape the topic in any conversation from the board room to front line employee:
How do you create an integrated plan/model for developing and measuring
experience delivery? Delivering an exceptional customer experience is what
every company wants and most struggle to deliver consistently. What exactly
makes a wonderful experience and how can Training and QA be strategic
partners for supporting this strategy? What are the behaviors that lead to
reduced customer effort and how can Training in partnership with Quality have
an impact and be viewed as a strategic enabler? In this session, explore
methods to link Training and Quality efforts to actual experiential survey
measures. Discuss and discover how all three can be integrated to produce
results and inform future practices.

AGENDA
Relational Leadership – Employee Engagement means Employee
Retention. If you want to re-energize your love for all-things contact centers –
and the people that make them successful — then this is the session for you! A
successful contact center has a “buzz” that you can feel! This buzz says that
management has created a culture that revolves around building relationships —
with employees and with customers. Come to this interactive session to take
home concepts that will impact the daily work in your contact center.  In this
session you will learn how to create a center with the “culture buzz,” create a
culture where employees feel valued and involved, be a better coach using a
proven method, think about work/life balance in an industry that wants more, and
learn the importance of “Leading with your Heart!”
There Are Two Sides To Every Story: Who Does the Coaching? You’ve put
a great quality monitoring program in place. Your whole quality team has
agreed on the right quality standards for your business, and you have a good
idea of which frontline agents need some coaching. The question now is: who
should do the coaching? Your floor supervisors who are closest to the agents
but whose time is at a premium? Or the quality analysts who live and breathe
the quality standards, but may not command the same respect that the agents
hold for their immediate managers? There are definite pros and cons for both.
In this session, hear how the coaching process works from both perspectives,
and decide on the best option for your center!
Take Your Quality Program to Infinity and Beyond. Join us in an interactive
session to understand the current state of your quality program and how to take
it to the next level. We will discuss ways of adapting quality to meet the everchanging needs of the contact center. Also, learn about how quality management
technology can be a strategic part of your business both now and in the future.
Innovating QA Using Speech Analytics. The success of using Speech
Analytics, or any QM system, relies on ensuring that what is measured is really
going to improve Customer Engagement and that the feedback provided
changes Agent behavior. In this session we investigate how we can develop an
approach to ensure success.

2:45-3:45 p.m. – Ice Cream Social with the Sponsors
3:45-5:00 p.m. – Workshops
Don’t Panic - You CAN Create a Quality Assurance (QA) Program in One
Week! When you are creating a QA program, there are many facets that can be
distracting when you need to implement quickly. Many also believe that the
program needs to be perfect from the start and can get lost in analysis paralysis.
However, with a just a few foundational aspects, you can quickly launch a
program from the ground up. Hear how Postmates took a directive from an
Executive of “We need a QA program,” and created their successful POST
program in one week.  Learn how they built their POSTcard (scorecard),
launched to the agents, expanded to all lines of business, and continue to create
tools that agents can access in real time to improve their scores.
Sharpen Your Saw: Training and Evaluating Your Trainers. Many trainers
are selected because of their company and job-specific knowledge. They are the
experts in their field/job role, but do they know how to develop training content
and deliver it an effective way? Come to this session to learn how to teach your
trainers about appropriate delivery methods for their audience, structuring the
training process, and evaluate trainers with a two-way review process.
One to the “You” Power. The equation is simply expressed 1you – that is all it
takes to move your organization forward by leaps and bounds. That is all it takes
to save a life. That is all it takes to inspire a movement. That is all it takes to
achieve impossible goals, overcome incredible challenges, and motivate
exceptionalism. Your potential is limitless when you take the time to think of all
that you have already accomplished. 1you is all we need!

Driving CX Through Quality Management. Quality Management can often
feel like it’s done in a vacuum. It is hard to ensure that your quality program is
connected into the larger vision and helping to drive positive Customer
Experiences. Hear how UL redesigned their quality management program, and
how they were able to tie it to meaningful training outcomes as well as a
Customer Experience program.
10 Keys to Effective Customer Feedback Measurement. Improving the
customer experience requires that we understand those experiences to find the
shortcomings to correct and the strong points to continue. Surveys and other
listening tools provide that feedback. But for that feedback to be truly actionable,
we must ensure that we have an accurate, valid picture of how customers feel.
Otherwise, the information could lead to incorrect decisions. This presentation
will examine 10 critical features that will support a credible customer feedback
effort, including some mistakes that we might inadvertently make. In particular,
we’ll look at key aspects of feedback surveys that are needed for valid findings
from question design to respondent selection to survey administration
practices.
6:15 p.m. – Depart for Evening Event
6:30-9:30 p.m. – Evening Event at BB King’s Blues Club

Wednesday, September 19
7:45-8:45 a.m. – Breakfast & Roundtables
8:45-10:00 a.m. – Workshops
Stepping Up, Stepping Forward, Stepping Together. The role of quality is
more than just providing feedback or a quality score on a phone call, piece of
work, or process. Join this session to walk through some scenarios on how
quality can work with the affiliated business units in partnership, relationships,
and change management. Find out how you can use your results to identify
process improvements, waste, defects, and successes.
What Type of Training Works Best? In today’s contact center, we have many
different types of training at our disposal: classroom, e-learning, web seminar,
role-playing, etc. But what works best? The answer may be “It depends on the
topic,” but come to this interactive session to hear different viewpoints and share
your ideas as well.
Design for Customer Experience – Leveraging the Important Strategic
Role for Customer Service. The past decade has seen a huge focus on
improving the customers’ experience with a company, including the service
experience with a company’s contact center. That focus has been highly
transactional: examining current processes that involve the customer to
improve the customer experience. However, the contact center can play a
critical role in improving the customer’s experience with all aspects of a
company’s value chain.   This session will present a product life cycle framework
for examining Design for Customer Experience using company and product
examples. This framework is one that customer service can use to structure its
internal feedback to product management. We’ll present metrics to measure
the impact of the feedback along with common stumbling blocks that customer
service groups face in getting an audience within product management, with
suggestions on how to overcome them.
Managing Change Before Change Manages You. Many of today’s contact
centers offer a crash course in change management that often leads to more
crashing than driving positive change. But, as technologies and service channels
evolve, and the role of the customer experience heightens in importance, it’s
critical for contact center leaders to have the tools, knowledge, and resources to
manage change effectively. In this panel, you’ll hear from leaders who’ve led a
variety of change initiatives and have led their team to positive results.

AGENDA
Create Engaging eLearning Using Articulate Storyline. When you want to
create eLearning to help your learners in the best way possible, you may often
find yourself limited by the tools you use, or a lack of understanding of the tool’s
features. The result? eLearning that is less than stellar, bores the learner, and
results in few productivity gains. In this session, we will discuss how easy it is
to turn a “blah” lesson into a really interesting experience for the learner,
ensuring better learning results.

10:00-10:15 a.m. – Break
10:15-11:30 a.m. – Workshops
Call Calibration: Achieving Quality Scoring Consistency. You can have
the most advanced call recording technology, evaluation tools, and a dedicated
quality staff but without consistency in scoring, the integrity of your entire
quality program will be compromised. Call calibration is vital to the health of
your quality program, but so many find their calibration sessions frustrating and
not necessarily helpful in taking consistency to the next level.   This session
provides everything you need to know about setting up an effective Call
Calibration Program, how to measure calibration, and most importantly how to
run a successful calibration session where participants are engaged and
committed to the consistent application of quality standards to call behaviors.  
Deploying Company-Wide Training: Implementing Big Changes. Big
projects and updates take place every day in the average company. It’s vital to
the customer experience that all employees are educated on the changes,
understand the channels for communicating customer feedback, and know the
“back-up” plan if something goes wrong. We’ll share how to identify, create, and
deploy company-wide training that is scale-able to any company size without
disrupting day-to-day business operations.
40/20 Ideas in 60 Minutes – Coaching, Rewards, and Recognition. Yes,
you read it correctly! 40 ideas will come from the panel and 20 ideas will come
from you, the participants, instead of all 60 ideas coming from the panel. Plan to
learn what others are doing and to share what you are doing. Come prepared
to share your success stories or even things you tried that didn’t work.
Extending Quality Programs to Written Channels. Applying the exact same
processes as a traditional contact center may not be the correct way to drive
value and quality from written channels. This panel session will have speakers
from different organizations share best practices in monitoring and evaluating
customer interactions across e-mail, chat, and social media contacts.   We will
highlight the most effective ways to monitor and evaluate written interactions,
and will answer questions from attendees.
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. – Luncheon
12:30-1:45 p.m. – Workshops
60 Ideas in 60 Minutes – Topic: Quality Assurance. This fast-paced session
will have you writing furiously as you try to capture an idea a minute on paper!
This format will give you some great tips to take home and implement in your QA
program immediately – if you can catch them all!
The End is the Beginning. Sustainment begins when training ends.
Sustainment or maintenance is critical to the success of a training because
each tier of learning builds upon the last. Professionals need to be able to apply
their skills to meet goals and expectations. Sustainment is increasingly
important to leaders because it drives return on investment (ROI). The strongest
skills are of no value unless they are implemented in front of the customer. For
this reason, it’s important that skill development continues after training ends.
Come to this session to hear how Cokesbury has taken the first step in the
sustainment process.
Whose Class is it Anyway? Improv for Trainers. This popular session is
back by demand, but is always unique, because improv is never the same — just
like training. This session is designed to help you learn to break free of your rut
and script and be more free in your presentation. Come prepared to participate,
move, laugh, and learn about learning! This session is geared for trainers but
may apply to coaches as well. This will benefit anyone who has to get up and
present in front of people on demand.

Uncovering the Gold with Speech Analytics. A speech analytics tool is not
going to just hand you a WIN, you are going to have to proactively use keyword
searches and filters to uncover the gold! This session will be a collaborative
discussion with a panel of individuals who currently use a speech analytics
tool. We want the attendees to participate and share their insights as well.
Whether you already have this technology, are actively looking to purchase it, or
are just curious, please join us to discuss the many uses of speech analytics, as
well as our successes and challenges. Come ready to share!
Taking Your Quality Monitoring and Coaching to the Next Level. We all
want to move our programs to the next level. Come to this session to hear how
Autotrader and KBB designed a quality monitoring and coaching program that
boosts quality, drives performance improvement, and increases customer
satisfaction scores. You will learn how to create a quality strategy that meets
the needs of your business, your customers, and your employees, to set clear
expectations into targeted individual performance standards, and to deliver key
components of an effective quality monitoring program. You will also hear
techniques to use calibration to build consensus and support from all levels of
the organization, methods to expand your coaching competence and
effectiveness, and tips for leverage monitoring data throughout the organization.

1:45-2:15 p.m. – Afternoon Break
2:15-3:30 p.m. – Workshops
Defining the Most Challenging Quality Standards: Tone, Empathy,
Professionalism, and Ownership. How many times have you listened to a
call where the agent did everything right but they sounded all wrong? Part of
the problem is, while we may have soft skills included on our quality forms, we
do not have clear and objective behavior-based definitions that explain how to
communicate to the customer. In this session, join in the discussion of how to
define some of the more challenging soft skills in a Quality Standard Definitions
Documents (QSDD).
60 Ideas in 60 Minutes – Topic: Training. This fast-paced session will have
you writing furiously as you try to capture an idea a minute on paper! This
format will give you some great tips to take home and implement immediately
in your training program – if you can catch them all!
Creating Efficiencies and Maximizing Resources within the Training
Department. Ever feel like you are personally doing the work of an entire
team? Short on trainer resources but the hiring of new employees isn’t slowing
down? We will be sharing our experiences and collaborating on methods for
utilizing non-training team personnel, streamlining tips and tricks, increasing
independent learning, and gaining management support on investing in the
Training department.
How Should Training & Quality Assurance Be Aligned in an Organization?
The Training and Quality Assurance groups work together hand-in-hand —
trainers must be preparing agents to take calls and fulfill the mission of the
organization, and QA is ensuring that the agents are doing the job. There should
be continuous dialogue and strong bonds between these two groups. But what
organizational structure works best? Hear from the panelists how their teams
are aligned, and the pros and cons of QA and Training being together and
apart from both a scoring and customer experience perspective.
The Super Power of Speech Analytics. Speech Analytics is one of the most
powerful technologies available that quantifies the Voice of the Customer in ways
that customer satisfaction surveys cannot. Explore the awesome potential of this
technology with someone who has designed and implemented it at two major
corporations from the ground up. Learn how to design an effective Speech
Analytics program on a budget, create buy-in from stakeholders, promote the
technology and develop a loyal fan base, and prove ROI.
3:30-4:00 p.m. – Closing General Session

CONFERENCE INFORMATION
Registration Process

Hotel Information

You may register for the 2018 Quality Assurance & Training
Connection (QATC) Annual Conference via mail, phone, fax,
e-mail, or on the web. Early Bird pricing is available until August 1, so sign up early!

The venue for the 2018 QATC Annual Conference is the
Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center, located at
2800 Opryland Drive in Nashville, TN. Expect an extraordinary experience at Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention
Center, boasting stylish rooms, modern meeting spaces
and a location less than 10 miles from Nashville International Airport. While you can find shopping and dining right under the roof, you’ll also want to explore nearby attractions
including the Grand Ole Opry, Opry Mills, the Country Music Hall of Fame and the General Jackson Showboat. The
hotel’s indoor and outdoor pools and 9 acres of lush, indoor
gardens and cascading waterfalls will impress all visitors.

To register online, go to www.qatc.org.
To register by phone, call 888-488-0006.
To register by mail, please complete the registration form

and mail with payment to:
QATC
ATTN: Conference Registration
6508 Grayson Court
Nashville, TN 37205
To register by fax, complete the registration form and fax to

615-352-4204.

Cancellation Policy
You may substitute attendees at any time. For cancellations
made before August 1, 2018, QATC will provide a full refund.
A $95 fee will be charged for cancellations made by August
15, and a $195 fee will be charged for cancellations made
by August 29. After that date, there are no refunds, but you
may substitute attendees.

General Information

Please make your hotel reservations as soon as possible.
There is a $199 per night conference rate available at the
hotel until Thursday, August 23, 2018. You can reserve a
room online at https://aws.passkey.com/gt/216318818?gtid=
b5b9cf635a632ad5f077c5fb7a2172 or call (877) 382-7299
or 1-800-GAYLORD (429-5673) and mention the QATC
event to receive the conference rate.
The Gaylord Opryland Hotel is located about 20 minutes
from the Nashville International Airport. The hotel operates
an airport shuttle service that must be scheduled ahead of
time for $19 one way from 5:00 am-7:00 pm. The shuttle
phone number is 615-883-2211. Taxis are available for approximately $30.00 each way.

Sponsor Showcase
QATC is pleased to provide a special Sponsor Showcase
during the Conference to provide attendees with information about specific products of interest. Check out the conference sponsors at http://www.qatc.org/annual-convention/
conference-sponsors/.

Networking Reception and Mixer
Join us for a reception on Monday evening. We have some
special events and mixer activities planned to help you get
acquainted with your fellow attendees.

“I left this conference with far more
notes and content than I ever have at
any other conference. I really felt that
I got my money’s worth!”

Tuesday Evening Event

Service Project

On Tuesday night, we’re heading to BB King’s Blues Club
for a fun evening of entertainment at one of downtown
Nashville’s hot spots. Enjoy dinner and a live band along
with all the atmosphere of Nashville’s historic downtown.

We are excited to sponsor a service project for attendees
during the conference. We will be putting together fleece
blankets that will be donated to the Tennessee Department
of Children’s Services for children displaced from their
homes. It is a very easy project – no sewing, only cutting
with scissors and tying knots! You can work on a blanket
whenever you have any free time, and others can continue
until all the blankets are complete. Specific instructions will
be available at the station set up for this project near the
registration desk. You may also bring toiletries to donate as
well. We appreciate any help you can give – these may be
the only things that these children have to comfort them in a
time of upheaval.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Conference Costs
				

Early Bird Registration
through August 1

				

Registration
after August 1

Pre-conference Workshop – Member

$295

$295

Pre-conference Workshop – Non-Member

$395

$395

QATC Member Registration

$1,295

$1,395

Non-Member Registration

$1,545

$1,645

Conference Registration w/ One-Year Membership

$1,590

$1,690

Additional $100 discount for three or more attendees

“This was my first QATC Annual
Conference and I thought it was
really informative and valuable. I
met a lot of people who had
come to QATC for something—
tactics for a new initiative, help
in understanding what their
next steps should be, etc.—and
they found answers or at least a
way forward in the customercentric sessions and networking
opportunities. That's not
something you hear at every
conference.”

Yes, I want to be part of the 2018 QATC Annual Conference!
Name________________________________________________________________
Title_________________________________________________________________
Company_____________________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________
City_______________________________

State____________ Zip______________

Country_____________________________________________________________
Phone_______________________________________________________________
Fax_________________________________________________________________
E-mail_______________________________________________________________

Payment Method
n Check enclosed (payable to QATC)
n Charge: m American Express m Visa m MasterCard

m Discover

Card #__________________________________Exp. Date (month/year)___________
Name on Card ________________________________________ CVV Code_______
Signature ____________________________________________________________

“This is my third time attending
QATC and I felt that I still got so
much out of all of the sessions I
attended. I plan on creating a
presentation and presenting to
my leadership team so that they
will continue to let me attend.
Great conference!!!”
“I value the chance to
benchmark and learn from the
best in the field of Quality
Assurance. It helps me realize
that we share the same goals
and opportunities regardless
of the size of our organizations.
I can learn from their shared
experiences

6508 Grayson Court
Nashville, TN 37205
Phone: 888-488-0006
Fax: 615-352-4204
www.qatc.org

Conference Sponsors
QATC is pleased to provide a Sponsor Showcase during the Conference to provide attendees with information
about specific products of interest. See these companies at the conference and find out what’s new in the industry!

Platinum Level

Gold Level

Silver Level

Endorsing Sponsors

